Bathampton Primary School Curriculum Plans for Class Three, Term 2 2017
English

Mathematics

Information writing
Reading and understanding non-fiction texts
Learn how to make notes and extract
information
Using headings and sub-headings, paragraphs
to organise our work
Using the past tense
Proof reading our work for meaning, spellings
and grammar
Understanding vocabulary, using a dictionary
to find the meaning of new words

Number and place value
The Ancient Egyptian number system
Addition and subtraction
Adding and subtracting tens and hundreds mentally to a three
digit number
Written method for addition and subtraction
Find missing numbers
Check calculations with an inverse operation
Multiplication and division
Learning our times tables and related division facts and applying
them to word problems
Writing down our calculations using x ÷ and = signs
Measurement
Finding the capacity of containers
Finding out how much something weighs
Reading scales in litres, millilitres and grams and kilograms
Learning the months of the year
Finding out how calendars work
Measuring how long different activities take

Writing a recount of historical events
Writing a newspaper report
French
L'école des singes

The Egyptians

Learn to respond to questions in French.
What is your name? How old are you? How
are you?
Find out who about the Lime Tree school in
France, write to our new pen pals and
receive a letter from France

Science
Forces
Fair Testing
Finding out which is the ‘best’ rocket
Recording and checking results
Drawing conclusions from our results
Understanding what magnetism means
Finding out which materials are
magnetic
Fair testing to find out which is the
strongest magnet
Developing our own fair tests
Visit to @Bristol

Geography/History
The Egyptians
Timelines, evidence
Tutankhamen, Howard Carter's
discovery, Hieroglyphics
Egyptian life
Geography
Where is Egypt? Which continent is it in?
How would I get there?
The River Nile

Find out how Christmas is celebrated in France
RE/PSHE

The Christmas Story
Egyptian Gods

Diary dates
Parents evening
Week beginning Monday 30st October, Tuesday 31st October, Monday 6th
November, Tuesday 7th November
@Bristol Trip 30th November
Forest School 10th November
Forest School 24th November
Class Three Christmas party
Tuesday 12th December
Milestone times tables test
Week beginning 6th November
KS2 Christmas production
Wednesday 14th December

Art/design

Cartouches
Designing and making Egyptian
Headdresses/jewellery
Ancient Egyptian Portraits
sewing

Music

P.E

I.C.T

Pulse and rhythm, simple notation

Rugby (Wednesday)
Football (Friday)

Egyptian research
Typing, adding images, editing, saving and
printing our work

Learning songs for Christmas Production

